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Growing and Knowing Lavender
Explore lavenders with the ebook‐ Growing and Knowing Lavenders. You may think of
lavender and think of the beautiful scented purple flower on a bushy shrub grown in a
traditional cottage garden, this ebook helps you to discover the other varieties of lavenders
that you may not have ever knows about. There are so many beautiful species and cultivars
of lavenders that you may have never discovered before. White, dark pinks, small intricate
flowers‐ they are amazing!
Lavender is perhaps one of the most popular herbs grown worldwide. Ensuring the ideal
growing conditions will provide you with healthy and flourishing plants‐ this ebook will help
you get the most out of your lavenders.
Thousands of acres of lavender are grown commercially, particularly in Europe, for lavender
oil which is mainly used in cosmetics and soaps. The plants are ideal for hedges, garden
shrubs and topiary. Dried flowers are used in potpourri, sachets, sand other crafts. Dried
flowers are also sometimes used in cooking (e.g. to flavour bread or biscuits).
Written by John Mason, this ebook is 117 pages of wonderfully illustrated pages that explain
the different lavenders, different names and ideal growing conditions. This ebook also looks
at uses for lavender in the garden, home and even business opportunities.

Available from our online bookshop now:
http://www.acsbookshop.com/product-growing-knowing-lavender-pdf-ebook-5942.aspx

For a high resolution cover and sample file, please visit:
http://dl.acsebook.com/mediadl.aspx

If you have any queries or would like to arrange an interview or a review copy of this eBook, please call or email
the ACS head office on the Gold Coast on (07) 5562 1088 and ask for our Media and Marketing Officers
(admin@acs.edu.au).
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